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One of the world's most celebrated bakers in America shares his insider’s
secrets to making his delicious, artisanal bread that will have home bakers
creating professional-quality products in no time—and inexpensively.

Bien Cuit introduces a new approach to a proudly old-fashioned way of baking
bread. In the oven of his Brooklyn bakery, Chef Zachary Golper creates loaves
that are served in New York’s top restaurants and sought by bread enthusiasts
around the country. His secret: long, low-temperature fermentation, which allows
the dough to develop deep, complex flavors. A thick mahogany-colored crust is
his trademark—what the French call bien cuit, or “well baked.” This signature
style is the product of Golper’s years as a journeyman baker, from his
introduction to baking on an Oregon farm—where they made bread by
candlelight at 1 a.m.—through top kitchens in America and Europe and, finally,
into his own bakery in the heart of our country’s modern artisanal food scene. 

Bien Cuit tells the story of Golper’s ongoing quest to coax maximum flavor out
of one of the world’s oldest and simplest recipes. Readers and amateur bakers
will reap the rewards of his curiosity and perfectionism in the form of fifty bread
recipes that span the baking spectrum from rolls and quick breads to his famous
24-day sourdough starter. This book is an homage to tradition, but also to
invention. Golper developed many new recipes for this book, including several
“bread quests,” in which he brilliantly revives some of New York City’s most
iconic breads (including Jewish rye, Sicilian lard bread, Kaiser rolls, and, of
course, bagels). You will also find palate-pleasing and innovative “gastronomic
breads” that showcase his chef’s intuition and mastery of ingredients.

Golper’s defining technique comes at a time when American home cooks are
returning to tradition-tested cooking methods and championing the DIY
movement. Golper’s methods are relatively simple and easy to master, with
recipes that require no modern equipment to make at home: just a bowl, an oven,
and time—the dough does most of the work.
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One of the world's most celebrated bakers in America shares his insider’s secrets to making his
delicious, artisanal bread that will have home bakers creating professional-quality products in no
time—and inexpensively.

Bien Cuit introduces a new approach to a proudly old-fashioned way of baking bread. In the oven of his
Brooklyn bakery, Chef Zachary Golper creates loaves that are served in New York’s top restaurants and
sought by bread enthusiasts around the country. His secret: long, low-temperature fermentation, which
allows the dough to develop deep, complex flavors. A thick mahogany-colored crust is his trademark—what
the French call bien cuit, or “well baked.” This signature style is the product of Golper’s years as a
journeyman baker, from his introduction to baking on an Oregon farm—where they made bread by
candlelight at 1 a.m.—through top kitchens in America and Europe and, finally, into his own bakery in the
heart of our country’s modern artisanal food scene. 

Bien Cuit tells the story of Golper’s ongoing quest to coax maximum flavor out of one of the world’s oldest
and simplest recipes. Readers and amateur bakers will reap the rewards of his curiosity and perfectionism in
the form of fifty bread recipes that span the baking spectrum from rolls and quick breads to his famous 24-
day sourdough starter. This book is an homage to tradition, but also to invention. Golper developed many
new recipes for this book, including several “bread quests,” in which he brilliantly revives some of New
York City’s most iconic breads (including Jewish rye, Sicilian lard bread, Kaiser rolls, and, of course,
bagels). You will also find palate-pleasing and innovative “gastronomic breads” that showcase his chef’s
intuition and mastery of ingredients.

Golper’s defining technique comes at a time when American home cooks are returning to tradition-tested
cooking methods and championing the DIY movement. Golper’s methods are relatively simple and easy to
master, with recipes that require no modern equipment to make at home: just a bowl, an oven, and time—the
dough does most of the work.
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Editorial Review

Review
"The fastidiously rustic aesthetic carries over to his new cookbook, “Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread,” which has
an exposed spine binding, so the stitches show." –New York Times

“Bien Cuit is a true homage to the art and science of bread baking and it’s gorgeous to boot” –Lauren
Salkeld, Yahoo! Food’s Best Holiday Cookbooks

“[T]he moment I opened his baking book, Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread written with Peter Kaminisky, it was
obvious that these pages held not just bread recipes but great bread recipes." Larry Noak, Leite’s Culinaria

“A bread bible.” –Fathom

“Want in on his secrets to make the best bread of your life? Get this book.” –The Kitchn

"The 21 Best Cookbooks of 2015" –Epicurious

"Our 15 Favorite Cookbooks of 2015" –bon appétit

One of the best cookbooks of 2015 –New York Times Book Review

“The Best Cookbooks of 2015” –Vogue

"The Best Cookbooks of 2015" –Eater

"Bien Cuit is the most beautiful cookbook I have ever seen."

—David Haeselin, Los Angeles Review of Books

"Zachary Golper demystifies and adapts bread recipes for home cooks." –T: The New York Times Style
Magazine

“Lots of people are fond of saying that bread baking is part art, part science; this book is truly at the
intersection of both.” –Departures

“This is the kind of bread civilizations were founded on.” –Brooklyn Magazine

“This is a stunningly beautiful book.” –Claire Saffitz, bon appétit

"This is the most serious book written about bread this year.” –Eater

“A stunner.” –Tasting Table

“The essentials of the magical mystery of the creation of truly excellent bread are revealed so precisely and
so poetically that even a novice bread maker like myself can join the party.” –Mario Batali



"Might the meticulous instructions, set in easy to read white type on black (the book is even designed to stay
flat when open!) take me from bread ingénue to virtuoso? I can hope. There are many tempting projects
here." –Cree LaFavour, New York Times Book Review

"A guide to perfecting bread at home from one of my favorite NYC bakeries." –Christian Quinlan, Food &
Wine

“Celebrated New York City baker Zachary Golper shares his insider secrets to making delicious, artisanal
bread so home bakers can master it without spending a lot of dough (pun intended).” –Food Network.com

“Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread is one cookbook to keep on the coffee table. With its gorgeous photos and
insightful recipes both simple and refined.” –Harper’s Bazaar

"The overall design of the book is stunning, with the classy looks of an art book, but the usability of a
treasured kitchen friend." –Village Voice

"The book is artfully produced with mouthwatering photos." –Austin Chronicle

“Renowned baker Zachary Golper provides his insider secrets for creating artisanal breads that will have
even the most novice of chefs churning out loaves that rival the local boulangerie in no time.” –The Nest

“Chef Zachary Golper is both artisan and iconoclast, taking the best Old World techniques and infusing them
with a radical spirit. Bien Cuit is a perfect addition to the bakers’ canon, and a beacon of the new bread
revolution.” –Dan Barber

"Zachary Golper is the epitome of the artisanal revival in North American baking, using his craft and
patience to produce creative bread with soulful taste and texture." –Daniel Boulud

"Zachary Golper is the epitome of the artisanal revival in North American baking, using his craft and
patience to produce creative bread with soulful taste and texture." –Daniel Boulud

“The design is rare for a cookbook—black pages, no spine—but it works. The whole package makes me
excited to get baking.” –Paul Forbes, Epicurious’ 21 Best Cookbooks of 2015

"Bien Cuit (French for “well done”) is a modern, beautiful book with an exposed binding that not only adds a
lovely artistic aesthetic to your bookshelf but also allows the book to lie flat when you’re cooking." –Jenny
Hartin, Tastebook

"Innovative techniques from this beloved Brooklyn bakery rise naturally in an artistically bound book."
–Vogue

About the Author
Chef Zachary Golper opened his bakery Bien Cuit in the Boerum Hill section of Brooklyn in July 2011. It
was named Best New Bakery by the Village Voice and made Best of 2011 lists in both the New York
Times and New York magazine. National publications Food & Wine, Saveur, Harpers Bazaar, and USA
Today have honored the bakery as one of the Best Bakeries in NYC and Best American Bakeries. Bon
Appetit also selected Bien Cuit’s baguette as one of the top ten in America. 



Peter Kaminsky’s cookbooks include collaborations with Daniel Boulud, Michel Richard, Francis
Mallmann, and Sheila Lukins. His outdoors column has appeared in the New York Times for more than
twenty-five years. Kaminsky has contributed frequently to Food & Wine and is the author of Pig
Perfect and Culinary Intelligence. He is also one of the creators and executive producers of The Kennedy
Center Mark Twain Prize for American Humor.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Yadira Singh:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or go to the outside with them family or their
friend. Do you realize? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or maybe playing video
games all day long. If you would like try to find a new activity here is look different you can read any book.
It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent the entire day to reading a
reserve. The book Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread it is rather good to read. There are a lot of people that
recommended this book. These were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough space
to deliver this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book through your
smart phone. The price is not too expensive but this book provides high quality.

Angela Babb:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specifically book entitled
Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect
that maybe mysterious for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a
book then become one type conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get before. The Bien Cuit:
The Art of Bread giving you a different experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you
useful details for your better life with this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern here is your body
and mind are going to be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a game. Do you want to try
this extraordinary paying spare time activity?

James Henderson:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray anyone, why because this Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread e-book written
by well-known writer who knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who all read the
book. Written throughout good manner for you, leaking every ideas and writing skill only for eliminate your
own hunger then you still hesitation Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread as good book not simply by the cover but
also with the content. This is one guide that can break don't judge book by its include, so do you still needing
an additional sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already told
you so why you have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Daryl Sanders:

Beside that Bien Cuit: The Art of Bread in your phone, it might give you a way to get more close to the new



knowledge or details. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh in the oven so
don't become worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Bien
Cuit: The Art of Bread because this book offers to you readable information. Do you oftentimes have book
but you do not get what it's exactly about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this in your hand. The
Enjoyable option here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Use you still want to
miss that? Find this book as well as read it from today!
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